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TO GIVE IT A BETTER CHANCE of being improved approved at a legislative level in February, USU Vice President for Student Services James
Morales said the name of the Aggie Recreation Center has been changed to the Aggie Life and Wellness Center. Illustration courtesy of USU Student
Services
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1#$1!(->'-5'!>0+#1!#$8'!K''5!*(05+!$!
/->2*1'%!1-!80'=!2-%5-+%$2#BC!T-&0/'!$%'!
058'(10+$105+C!

/%0*"$%&'()*+,(-1

(''A!1#'!*5030/$10-5!-3!=-%&9!%'&0+0-5(!
J05!$!/->>-5!'33-%1!1-!($&8$+'!1#'!*50.
8'%('CL
! @31'%!)-%&9!)$%!UU,!W--5!3-*59'9!$!
/#*%/#!$59!K'+$5!2%'$/#05+!3*&&.10>',!
-31'5!(2'$A05+!-*1!$+$05(1!/->>*50(>C!
Y0(!(1%-5+!2-&010/$&!(1$59(!/$*('9!2%-K.
&'>(!=01#!1#'!?-%1#!d-%'$5!+-8'%5>'51,!
=#0/#!Q$0&'9!#0>!-5!/#$%+'(!-3!K0+$>B!
$59!9%$31!'8$(0-5C!Y'!=$(!3%''9!05!:^GHC
! U5!:^GP,!#'!3-*59'9!1#'!Y-&B!720%01!
@((-/0$10-5!3-%!1#'!65030/$10-5!-3!)-%&9!
"#%0(10$501B!05!7'-*&C!D#%''!B'$%(!&$1'%!
#'!2*K&0(#'9!JD#'!\0805'!T%05/02&',L!1#'!
>$05!1'I1!-3!#0(!/#*%/#C

3'&1!1#'B!909!5-1!5''9!1-!'8$/*$1'C!T-&0/'!
/-*&9!5-1!+'1!1#'!$&$%>!1-!%'('(1,!(-!$!676!
[$/0&010'(!'>2&-B''!/$>'!$59!%'(-&8'9!1#'!
2%-K&'>C!
<9$49:$%&'()*+,(-=
!"#$#"%&'()*"+*,-&./*/"0&"05*"*.>(.**+.
05+!K*0&905+!3-%!$!%'2-%1!-3!(->'!20&&(!-5!
1#'!3&--%C!D#'!20&&(!1*%5'9!-*1!1-!K'!K%'$1#!
3(.0,?";22()*+,"/(,-&,*/"&2"05*"3(.0,?
!"@")&3-'1(.1.0"+*-&+0*/"0&"#$#"%&'()*"
1#$1!$5!0590809*$&!=$(!%0905+!$!(/--1'%!
-5!1#'!(09'=$&A!$1!1#'!N0805+!N'$%505+!
"->>*501BC!62-5!2-&0/'!$%%08$&,!1#'!/->.
2&$05$51!#$9!(1-22'9!1#'!0590809*$&!-5!1#'!
(/--1'%C!676!2-&0/'!$980('9!1#'!%09'%!1#$1!
(#'!/-*&9!5-1!%09'!-5!1#'!(09'=$&A!$59!1#$1!
(#'!5''9'9!$!>-1-%/B/&'!'59-%(>'51C!D#'!
0590809*$&!=$(!+08'5!$!=$%505+C!

!"#$%&
Campus & Community

Logan named
top college town

! N-+$5,!61$#!#$(!K''5!5$>'9!
-5'!-3!1#'!1-2!/-&&'+'!1-=5(!05!1#'!
5$10-5C!D#'!1-=5!=$(!%$5A'9!1#0%9!
05!1#'!D-2!:H!"-&&'+'!D-=5(!3-%!FH:F
KB!N08$K0&01BC/->!05!@*+*(1!FH:FC
!! N-+$5!>$9'!1#'!&0(1!K'/$*('!676!
-33'%(!$!#-(1!-3!S*$&01B!-3!&03'!$>'.
5010'(!$22'$&05+!1-!$&&!%'(09'51(,!
05/&*905+!$%1(!$59!/*&1*%$&!$/1080.
10'(,!1-2.5-1/#!>'90/$&!3$/0&010'(!$59!
50+#1&03',!$(!='&&!$(!'/-5->0/!9'8'&.
-2>'51!$(('1(,!(*/#!$(!%'('$%/#!$59!
9'8'&-2>'51,!/-5105*05+!'9*/$10-5!
$59!=-%A3-%/'!1%$0505+,!$//-%905+!1-!
N08$K0&01BC/->C
!! J)'!#$8'!$&=$B(!A5-=5!1#$1!
N-+$5!0(!$!=-59'%3*&!/->>*501B!
05!$5!-*1(1$5905+!&-/$10-5,L!($09!
676!T%'(09'51!71$5!NC!@&K%'/#1C!JU1O(!
50/'!1-!#$8'!N-+$5!#0+#&0+#1'9!05!
1#0(!=$B!K%05+05+!5-1!-5&B!N-+$5,!
K*1!61$#!71$1'!6508'%(01B,!>*/#!
9'('%8'9!5$10-5$&!%'/-+5010-5CL

English professor
earns fellowship

! "#$%&'(!
)$*+#,!$((-.
/0$1'!2%-3'((-%!
-3!45+&0(#!$1!
676,!%'/'08'9!
-5'!-3!:;!
2%0<'9!3'&&-=.
(#02(!3%->!
1#'!?$10-5$&!
459-=>'51!
3-%!1#'!@%1(! Charles Waugh
3-%!#0(!=-%A!
05!&01'%$%B!1%$5(&$10-5C!D#'!E:F,GHH!
$=$%9(!$%'!9'(0+5'9!1-!#'&2!(/#-&.
$%(!1%$5(&$1'!/&$((0/$&!$59!/-5.
1'>2-%$%B!1'I1(!3%->!$%-*59!1#'!
=-%&9,!05/&*905+!=-%A(!-3!2-'1%B,!
30/10-5!$59!2%-('C
!! JD#'('!1%$5(&$10-5!+%$51(!=0&&!
K%05+!+%'$1!&01'%$1*%'!1-!=09'%!$*90.
'5/'(,!05(20%'!$!K%-$9'%!$=$%'5'((!
-3!=-%&9!/*&1*%'(!$59!(*22-%1!#0+#!
/$&0K'%!&01'%$%B!2%-3'((0-5$&(,L!?4@!
"#$0%>$5!M-//-!N$59'(>$5!($09C
!! M'/020'51(!-3!1#0(!B'$%O(!+%$51!
%'2%'('51!&01'%$1*%'!3%->!:P!/-*5.
1%0'(!$59!058-&8'!:H!&$5+*$+'(C!
)$*+#O(!2%-Q'/1,!J?'=!R-0/'(!3%->!
R0'15$>,L!0(!$!/-&&$K-%$108'!'33-%1!
=01#!?+*B'5!N0'5,!2%-3'((-%!'>'%0.
1*(!$1!R0'15$>!?$10-5$&!6508'%(01B,!
1-!1%$5(&$1'!(1-%0'(!KB!/-51'>2-.
%$%B!R0'15$>'('!=%01'%(!=#-('!
30/10-5!#0+#&0+#1(!1#'!0>2$/1!-3!+&-.
K$&0<$10-5!-5!R0'15$>'('!/*&1*%'C
! JD#$1!=$(!$!/-&&'/10-5!1#$1!5''9.
'9!1-!'I0(1!05!45+&0(#,L!)$*+#!($09C

USU scientist to
study river basin

! 61$#!71$1'!6508'%(01B!(/0'510(1!
T$1%0/A!V'&>-51!$59!/-&&'$+*'(!3%->!
6508'%(01B!-3!W055'(-1$,!6508'%(01B!
-3!U&&05-0(,!X-#5(!Y-2A05(!6508'%(01B,!
U-=$!71$1'!6508'%(01B!$59!6508'%(01B!
-3!)$(#05+1-5!%'/'51&B!%'/'08'9!
$!EPCZ!>0&&0-5!+%$51!1#%-*+#!1#'!
?$10-5$&!7/0'5/'![-*59$10-5O(!)$1'%,!
7*(1$05$K0&01B!$59!"&0>$1'!2%-+%$>!
1-!9'8'&-2!1--&(!1-!09'5103B!J#-1!
(2-1(L!-3!'580%-5>'51$&!('5(010801BC!!
! D#'!%'('$%/#!1'$>,!K$('9!$1!6W,!
=0&&!-33'%!1#0(!053-%>$10-5!1-!1$%+'1!
%'>'90$10-5!'33-%1(C!
! D#'!W055'(-1$!M08'%!V$(05,!=#0/#!
(1%'1/#'(!$/%-((!(-*1#'%5!W055'(-1$!
051-!5'0+#K-%05+!7-*1#!\$A-1$!$59!
U-=$,!3*'&(!1#'!*22'%!W09='(1O(!
K%'$9K$(A'1C!D#'!&03'K&--9!-3!1#'!
%0/#!$+%0/*&1*%$&!%'+0-5,!1#'!%08'%!#$(!
K'/->'!-5'!-3!1#'!5$10-5O(!>-(1!2-&.
&*1'9!=$1'%=$B(C
! "#$5+'(!05!2%'/0201$10-5!2$11'%5(,!
#'!($B(,!#$8'!/$*('9!$!(0+5030/$51!
05/%'$('!05!%08'%!90(/#$%+'C
! JU1O(!+-11'5!='11'%!$59!>-%'!=$1'%!
0(!%-*1'9!1-!1#'!%08'%!>-%'!S*0/A&B!
1#$5!'8'%!K'3-%',L!V'&>-51!($09C!
JD#$1!%'(*&1(!05!>-%'!'%-(0-5CL

Clarify)*""$+,

D#'!2-&0/B!-3!D#'!61$#!71$1'(>$5!
0(!1-!/-%%'/1!$5B!'%%-%!>$9'!$(!(--5!
!"%&'()*"+*,-&./*/"0&"05*"A6.)0(&."2&+"
!"#$#"%&'()*"2&6./"1"7+&8."'*105*+"91):*0"
$(!2-((0K&'C!U3!B-*!3059!(->'1#05+!
!"#$#"%&'()*"51/"1."(./(4(/61'"+*-&+0"0510" $!>'90/$&!$((0(1C!@!(1*9'51!=$(!#01!$59!
05!1#'!>099&'!-3!1#'!%-$9!-5!1#'!='(1!(09'!
-3!@++0'!D'%%$/'C!D#'!Q$/A'1!=$(!&-++'9!$59! #'!909!5-1!#$8'!(*330/0'51!3*59(!1-!+'1!#05. A5-/A'9!9-=5!KB!$!+-&3!/$%1C!D#'!(1*9'51! B-*!=-*&9!&0A'!/&$%030'9!-%!3059!05!
('&3!-*1!-3!1#'!@++0'!T$%A05+!D'%%$/'C!T-&0/'! =$(!1%$5(2-%1'9!1-!1#'!71*9'51!Y'$&1#!$59! '%%-%,!2&'$('!/-51$/1!1#'!'901-%!$1!
2&$/'9!051-!($3'A''205+C!
]^].:]PF,!(1$1'(>$5_$++0'>$0&C
0((*'9!#0>!$!2$%A05+!/01$10-5C!
)'&&5'((!"'51'%!1-!$99%'((!1#'!05Q*%0'(!
*(*C'9*!-%!/->'!05!1-!D7"!:HGC
234$%&'()*+,(-5'(-67!"#$#"%&'()*"+*,-&./*/"0&"1"2(+*"1'1+3"(."
!!"->20&'9!KB!@&&''!)0&A05(-5
!!"#$%&'()*+"#),-.**)
;'/"<1(."85*+*",*4*+1'"#$#"*3-'&=**,"
!"#$#"%&'()*"+*,-&./*/"0&"1"3*/()1'")1''"
./()#'(%.)+'$"+-,
8*9:$%&'()*+,(-;
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staff writer

! "#$%&'()*+,!($-+!.+/)#+!)*+!)0!&(+!#),&!')'12$%!&+/(*)2)34+,!
4*!&(+!*$&4)*5!4*/2164*3!$#)*3,&!/)22+3+!,&16+*&,7!8(+,+!6+-4/+,!
/$*!'%)-46+!'+)'2+!94&(!$''24/$&4)*,!$*6!'%)3%$#,!%43(&!4*!&(+!
'$2#!)0!&(+4%!($*6,7!:*!$664&4)*!&)!&+;&4*3!)%!/$224*3!,)#+)*+5!
4*&+%*+&!.%)9,4*35!,()''4*35!+#$424*35!<$/+.))=4*3!$*6!#$*>!
)&(+%!01*/&4)*,!/)#+!0%)#!)9*4*3!$!,#$%&'()*+7!
! ?)9+-+%5!,)#+!,&16+*&,!($-+!*)&!0)1*6!&(+!1,+!)0!,#$%&!'()*+,!
&)!.+!$!*+/+,,4&>7!@:!9)126!%$&(+%!*)&!($-+!)*+5A!,$46!B$*!C))*5!$!
,)'()#)%+7
! C))*!,$46!,(+!9)126!%$&(+%!.+!$.2+!&)!/(+/=!(+%!+#$42!)*2>!)*/+!
$!6$>!4*,&+$6!)0!&(+!,+-+*!)%!+43(&!&4#+,!,(+!($,!3%)9*!$//1,&)#+6!
&)!,4*/+!3+&&4*3!$!,#$%&'()*+7!
! @:!D1,&!6)*E&!*++6!+-+%>&(4*3!4&!($,5A!C))*!,$467!!
C))*!
,$46!,(+!4,!($''>!94&(!,4#'2>!.+4*3!$.2+!&)!1,+!(+%!'()*+!0)%!&+;F
&4*3!$*6!/$224*35!.1&!,(+!9)126!.+!$2%43(&!94&(!D1,&!/$224*37!
! @:!($-+!$*!4%%$&4)*$2!0+$%!)0!&+/(*)2)3>!$*6!:E#!,/$%+6!)0!2+&&4*3!
#>!'()*+!%1*!#>!240+!.+/$1,+!,)!#$*>!'+)'2+!6)!&($&5A!C))*!,$467!
@8(+!%+$,)*!:!($-+!$!,#$%&'()*+!4,!)*2>!.+/$1,+!:!($-+!&)!94&(!#>!
0$#42>E,!'2$*7A
! G&(+%!,&16+*&,!($-+!$!6400+%+*&!)1&2))=!9(+*!4&!/)#+,!&)!,#$%&F
'()*+,7
! @:!94,(!:!($6!)*+5A!,$46!H$&&!I4&&)5!$!D1*4)%!#$D)%4*3!4*!+/)*)#F
4/,!$*6!+;+%/4,+!,/4+*/+7!@:!/$*E&!$00)%6!JKL!$!#)*&(!0)%!$!/)1'2+!)0!
+#$42,!$*6!&)!'2$>!M*3%>!N4%6,7A
! I4&&)!,$46!(4,!240+!9)126!.+!#1/(!,4#'2+%!94&(!$!,#$%&'()*+!.1&!
(+!4,!*)&!$.2+!&)!4*-+,&!4*!4&!$&!&(4,!')4*&!4*!(4,!/)22+3+!/$%++%7
! O4&(!&(+!%$'46!4*/%+$,+!4*!,#$%&'()*+!)9*+%,(4'5!#$*>!,&1F
6+*&,!.+24+-+!$2#),&!+-+%>)*+!9422!($-+!)*+!4*!&(+!&(+!*+$%!01&1%+7!
! @:!,$>!&($&!4*!04-+!&)!PL!>+$%,5!0)%!,1%+5A!,$46!I4&&)7!@:&E,!D1,&!
$*)&(+%!9$>!)0!/)##1*4/$&4*37!O4&(!894&&+%5!:*,&$3%$#!$*6!
<$/+&4#+5!'+)'2+!$%+!3)4*3!&)!($-+!&)!($-+!,)#+!&>'+!)0!6+-4/+!&)!
/)##1*4/$&+!4*!2)&,!)0!9$>,7A
! @:!.+&!&(+>!9422!,&)'!#$=4*3!%+312$%!'()*+,5A!,$46!C))*7!
@G1%!,)/4+&>!4,!&))!6+'+*6+*&!)*!&(+#7A
! 8)%4!N$33+&&5!$!D1*4)%!#$D)%4*3!4*!"'++/(!Q$&()2)3>5!,$46!
4&E,!$2%+$6>!$!&4#+!&($&!'+)'2+!+-+%>9(+%+!9422!*++6!,#$%&F
'()*+,7!
! @8(+>!$%+!=4*6!)0!&$=4*3!)-+%5A!N$33+&&!,$467!@R-+*!40!
4&E,!*)&!$*!4Q()*+5!#$*>!'+)'2+!($-+!&)1/(!,/%++*,!$*6!
:*&+%*+&!)*!&(+4%!'()*+7A
! N$33+&&!)9*,!$*!4Q()*+!$*6!,$46!,(+!2)-+,!.+4*3!$.2+!
&)!1,+!4&!0)%!$*>&(4*3!$&!$*>!&4#+7!?)9+-+%5!,(+!,$46!,(+!
6)+,*E&!.+24+-+!&(+>!$%+!&(+!.+,&!&))2!0)%!(+%!,1//+,,!$,!$!
,&16+*&7
! @:!&(4*=!&(+>!$%+!$9+,)#+5A!N$33+&&!,$467!@S)1!/$*!6)!
$*>&(4*3!94&(!&(+#5!+;/+'&!>)1!9$,&+!$!2)&!)0!&4#+!)*!&(+#!
.+/$1,+!>)1!/$*!6)!,)!#1/(7A
! N$33+&&!,$46!&(+>!6)*E&!(+2'!$,!#1/(!94&(!,/())2!$,!&(+>!
6)!(4*6+%!4&!.+/$1,+!)0!&(+!64,&%$/&4)*,!&(+>!'%+,+*&7
! G&(+%!,&16+*&,!.+24+-+!&(4,!=4*6!)0!&+/(*)2)3>!)*2>!,1'F
'2+#+*&,!&(+4%!+;'+%4+*/+!4*!/)22+3+7
!
T$1%+*!N+/=5!$!D1*4)%!$&!NSU5!,$46!,(+!=*)9,!$*6!
.+24+-+,!,#$%&'()*+,!$%+!,)#+&(4*3!/)22+3+!,&16+*&,!)0&+*!
*++6!0)%!&(+!/)*-+*4+*/+!)0!/)##1*4/$&4*3!$.)1&!/2$,,+,5!
%+,')*64*3!&)!+#$42,!$*6!&1%*4*3!4*!$,,43*#+*&,7
!
@H4*+!(+2',!#+!$!2)&!4*!,/())2!.+/$1,+!:!/$*!3+&!4*&+%*+&!
4*!#>!/2$,,+,!94&()1&!($-4*3!&)!/$%%>!#>!VLF')1*6!2$'&)'!
$%)1*65A!N+/=!,$467!
!
@:!1,+!#4*+!&)!3+&!4*0)%#$&4)*!)*!&(+!,')&5!&)!,&$>!
1'6$&+6!)*!&(+!*+9,5!&)!3+&!&(+!*+9,'$'+%5!&)!=++'!&%$/=!)0!
#>!/$2)%4+,!+$/(!6$>!$*6!&)!=++'!#+!'%+)//1'4+6!9(+*!:E#!4*!
.)%4*3!,4&1$&4)*,5A!N+/=!,$467!@:!6+'+*6!)*!#>!4Q()*+!&)!'+%F
0)%#!.+&&+%!4*!#>!/2$,,+,!$*6!4*!&(+!9)%267!8(+>!$%+!.+/)#F
4*3!4*/%+$,4*32>!*+/+,,$%>!0)%!,1//+,,!4*!&(+!0$,&F'$/+6!.1,4F
*+,,!9)%267A!
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%011232$45678673$9:6829$;9$<529=>27$?;9?2$<52240>$;74$;1@0=01
]N!DLMB?!QLD_0JB
The Orlando Sentinel
(MCT)

! "#!$%&&'('!(')#!*+,'-!
./01!2+$%32+(!#)*,'+)#!
/$-%##!)4'!#)/)'!/-'!
'+)'-2+(!/!.%-&,!%5!&%+(!
&'$)*-'#1!,/*+)2+(!6-%7
5'##%-#1!$-*#42+(!$%*-#'!
&%/,#1!+'.!5-2'+,#426#!
/+,1!%5)'+1!&%)#!/+,!&%)#!
%5!,-2+82+(9
:4%*(4!3%#)!%&,'-!
/,*&)#!8+%.!)4/)!';$'#7
#2<'!,-2+82+(!$/+!&'/,!)%!
,'/)4!5-%3!/&$%4%&!6%27
#%+2+(!/#!.'&&!/#!/$$27
,'+)#1!,/)'!-/6'1!/##/*&)1!
<2%&'+$'1!</+,/&2#3!/+,!
/$/,'32$!5/2&*-'1!)-0!
)'&&2+(!/!+'.&0!'3/+$27
6/)',!5-'#43/+!)4/)9
! =*-2+(!)4'!52-#)!5'.!
.''8#!%5!$%&&'('1!#)*7
,'+)#1!'#6'$2/&&0!5-'#47
3'+1!/-'!/)!)4'!42(4'#)!
-2#8!%5!/&$%4%&7-'&/)',!
4/-31!#/2,!>2$4/'&!
?&'<'&/+,1!-'#'/-$4'-!/)!
@'++!A)/)'B#!@-'<'+)2%+!
C'#'/-$4!?'+)'-9!DE'!
#''!/!#628'!)4'+!F'$/*#'!
/+;2')0!2#!42(41!/+,!)4'!
-2(%-#!%5!$%*-#'!.%-8!
4/<'+B)!0')!)/8'+!4%&,9D
! >2$4/'&!=/<2#1!/!
#'+2%-!/)!G+2<'-#2)0!%5!
?'+)-/&!H&%-2,/1!#/0#!)4'!
,-2+82+(!6-%F&'3!%5)'+!
#)/-)#!.2)4!)4'!./0!)4'!
$%&&'('!2#!6%-)-/0',!I!
/#!/!&25'!)4/)!-'<%&<'#!
/-%*+,!/&$%4%&9!!!
! DH-'#43'+!$%3'!2+!
';6'$)2+(!2)!)%!F'!)4/)!
./01!#%!F'4/<'!)4/)!
./01D!#/2,!)4'!JJ70'/-7
%&,!$%33*+2$/)2%+#!
3/K%-9
! @/-'+)#!4/<'!-'/#%+!
)%!.%--09!"$$%-,2+(!
)%!+/)2%+/&!#*-<'0#!
$%+,*$)',!F0!L/-</-,!
A$4%%&!%5!@*F&2$!L'/&)41!
MM!6'-$'+)!%5!/&&!$%&&'('!
#)*,'+)#!F2+('!,-2+8!
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ACCORDING TO SURVEYS conducted by Harvard School of Public Health, 44 percent of all college students
binge drink and many suffer alcohol-induced black outs. Thinkstock photo
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Closing Sale

Everything Must Go!
!"#$$%$&'(")&*+"
",-."/012"1234-.2"5$6"712
Store Hours:
Thur-Fri
2-6 pm
Sat 10 am-4 pm
35 W 100 S
(in the Thatcher
Young Mansion)
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We can Print Anything
You Need.
Well, almost
anything.
!Professional Quality
Printing
!Business Forms
!Thesis, dissertations
!Wedding Invitations
& Accessories

630 West 200 North

753-8875
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Join the Stardust Singers, Dancers and Larry Smith Orchestra
for a toe-tapping trip back to the WWII Era as the USO Salutes
America’s Star Spangled Men! Great music including
Sing Sing Sing, In the Mood, Pennsylvania 6-5000, Stardust,
Moonlight Serenade, Tuxedo Junction
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MANY STUDENTS HAVE USED online resources to plagerize assignments.
Research has shown when teachers emphasize learning over testings, students are less
likely to cheat. MCT photo
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Dinner

!

Dance

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Students $8.00
Wed. Sept 5
SHOW & DANCE

Sept 4,5,6,7,8 USU Ballroom Logan, UT
Get Tix 435-752-0026 or www.celebrateamericashow.com
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From the
Kitchen
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EGGS HAVE 6.3 GRAMS of protein, 18 percent of daily Vitamin B12 and other vitamins including D, A, B6, E, Iron, Zinc, Calcium, Potassium and Folate, according to the
USDA National Nutrient Database. APRIL ASHLAND photo

EGGS IN A BASKET are made by cooking a fried egg inside a piece of bread.
They can be topped with ketchup or ranch, and are an affordable college snack. APRIL
ASHLAND photo
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!"#"$#%&'%()'*$+,$#()(%$
-.//)'*$0/.1(+1$2).3$(4)($
(4%$ !1.(%3$ #()(%2$ )13$
56'7%*$ 8%'%$ 2%((.19$
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/):2.19$ .1(+$ '%/.9.+62$
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.1(+$)$8)'$+,$)//$)9).12($
)//"$ =6($ .,$ F)24.19(+1$
'%>).12$ +1$ (4%$ 2.3%;
/.1%2A$)2$.($4)2$61(./$1+8A$
.($ 8.//$ 4)E%$ /.((/%$ .1,/6;
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(.+1A$B6($(4)($8+6/3$B%$
)1$)&($+,$&+126>>)(%$
&*1.&.2>"$ -%$ 24+6/3$
)&($1+8A$B%,+'%$.(G2$(++$
/)(%"
$
!"#$%&'(&#&)*++,-&,)&./*&
0*1.*"&,1&21.*"1#.',1#+&
0,,3*"#.',14&5*&-"'.*(&
6!*"7(&,)&819#9*7*1.:&
),"&./*&7#9#;'1*&
<,"*'91&=,+'>?4

Long Live

UNLIMITED tanning)012345
$21.95
!"#$%$&'()*+,,-,./
Bi-Weekly

THE FIRST 25 STUDENTS TO SIGN UP )
&6')7$89&):5)9&!('"&9)&;)9$<")!=

RECEIVE A FREE
!"#"$%"&'&(!""

SPORTS ACADEMY MEMBERSHIP
9=;8&9)>?>('%@)%'%A'896$=
OverKLDE
100+*K+M+NOPQ3MDP
Group Fitness Classes
;VNCBt)JQ)PQt*OEPPS$ZDMJOH

5POJDt4DVMQUJOHt:PHBt1JMBUFT
1B55)"):CC)'/
)"DE*F)#D.+,/)!*+F)G)HI5J25IJ25CC
4BVOBt+BDV[[Jt4UFBN3PPNT
Offer expires September 30th
#BTLFUCBMMt3BDRVFUCBMMt.BTTBHFt'BDJBMT

Your Club - Your Results - Your Life!
TQPSUTBDBEFNZDPN

1655 North 200 East, North Logan 435-753-7500
!""#$%&'()$#*%+%,#(-#./#$%01-23%4154

!"#$%&'(&%)(&*+,%
&&&&&&%"&-(./,%(0&1111

!!"##"$%&'%"(%)$*++,-%+"%.("$%+/,%(,$'%$/*#,%*+0'%
/122,(*(34%*(5#&6*(3%'2"-+'%&261+,'7
!8*.,%&'%"(%915,:"".%+"%3,+%;&*5.%#*(.'%+"%+/,%
:,'+%'+"-*,'%"9%+/,%61<%777%1(6%.,,2%&2%"(%51=2&'%
,>,(+'7
!?,3*'+,-%1+%$$$7&+1/'+1+,'=1(75"=%+"%3,+%
-,3&#1-%,=1*#%/,16#*(,'%1(6%:-,1.*(3%(,$'7
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<%)+"#.&#(&=*">(/&?;/@5+&.4)(;#&(;#.2-+&A)">25

# A'#9476#6C7-+#)F#!)C7D7&#')*94#)F#94+#
*+87)'&C#-&K79&C#)F#=&'9&#>*%H2#&#4+-9E
&*+#)F#C&'J#E#&O)%9#/;Q#&-*+6#E#-&'#-)69#
b12/002#L47C+#7'#!*&H7CR6#6)"O+&'#O+C9#
# <=>?@>AB@2#!)C7D7&#E#B'#&#6-)*-4E
79#-)69#bN2000#&'J#7'#<*8+'97'&#%K#9)#
7'8#&F9+*'))'#7'#94+#<G&H)'2#&CC#
b1Q2000;#`7+6+C#F%+C#F)*#F&*G#G&-47'+*"
<8%697'#I7CC&#&'J#476#K&*9'+*#'++J+J#
76#6%O67J7H+J#O"#94+#8)D+*'G+'92#&'J#
L&6#&#-4&7'#6&L#&'J#8&6)C7'+#9)#9&M+#
69&9+#K)C7-7+6#&*+#J+678'+J#9)#+'-)%*E
J)L'#&'#N/EF))9#4&*JL))J#7'#C+66#94&'#
&8+#J+D+C)KG+'92#6&7J#?J%&*J)#()*')2#
9L)#G7'%9+6;
J7*+-9)*#)F#>)'6+*D&97)'#A'9+*'&97)'&C#
# !&99C7'8#947-M#O*%64#&'J#G)6P%7E
7'#!)C7D7&;
9)+62#94+#K&7*#J)L'+J#/Q#9*++6#7'#&CC#
# 5794)%9#&--+66#9)#94+#:&-7F7-#>)&692#
94&9#J&"2#F*)G#67CME-)99)'#6)F9L))J6#
C&'JC)-M+J#!)C7D7&#&C6)#6++6#796#F)*9%'+6
9)#F7862#-C+&*7'8#94+#C7GO6#&'J#6&L7'8#
7'#+SKC)797'8#796#C)LC&'J62#L47-4#-)D+*#
94+G#7'9)#6+-97)'6#F)*#9*&-9)*6#9)#J*&8#
G)*+#94&'#4&CF#94+#-)%'9*";
9)#&#'+&*O"#J7*9#*)&J;
# ]34+*+R6#&#!)C7D7&'#K+*-+K97)'#94&9#
# <-*)66#9476#-)*'+*#)F#+&69+*'#!)C7D7&2#
94+#F%9%*+#76#7'#<G&H)'7&2^#()*')#6&7J;#
K+&6&'96#9)*-4#94+#F)*+69#F)*#6%O676E
]<'J#94&9#K+*-+K97)'#&'J#94+#J"'&G7-6#
9+'-+#-*)K62#L47C+#6)"#K*)J%-+*6#-C+&*#
94&9#8)#L794#79#&*+#C+&J7'8#O78#O%67'+66E
9*++6#9)#KC&'9#)'+#)F#94+#L)*CJR6#8*+&9#
G+'#9)#+GO*&-+#&#D767)'#94&9R6#C+&J7'8#
-&64#-*)K6;#34+7*#*+C+'9C+66#K%642#
9)#9476#J+F)*+69&97)';^
G%-4#)F#79#C+8&C2#4&6#87D+'#!)C7D7&#94+#
# `7+8)#:&-4+-)2#&#'+8)97&9)*#F)*#
4784+69#*&9+#)F#<G&H)'7&'#J+F)*+69&E
!)C7D7&R6#-C7G&9+E9&CM6#9+&G#&'J#&'#
97)'#&'J#%'J+*6-)*+J#&#C799C+EM')L'#
BOLIVIA SEES ITS FORTUNE in exploiting its Amazonian forests, which cover half the
&JD76+*#)'#+'D7*)'G+'9&C#G&99+*6#9)#
9*+'J#94&9#+'D7*)'G+'9&C7696#6&"#
country; ranchers and timber companies are taking advantage of cheap land. A logger watches a
94+#F)*+78'#G7'769*"2#6&7J#94+#8)D+*'E
machine move logs to be measured, cut and marked for inspection by the Bolivian Forests and
64)%CJ#O+#&#L&M+E%K#-&CC#F)*#94+#
G+'9#76#9*"7'8#9)#J+678'#&#K)C7-"#94&9#
Land
Agency.
Carlos
Villalon
for
The
Washington
Post.
L)*CJR6#8*+&9+69#F)*+69;
O&C&'-+6#94+#+'D7*)'G+'9#L794#K+)KC+R6
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
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%./04%%

!-)S%QH,"#%@-C%
:H#%T+-"I?@./01234%
%56789%=<>>%G%;<3>
!@"%G%O)-%O@"%2J<=F%

6?@A,-B%
!$,C#D?@-

56789%6:%=<3>%G%N<3>
!@"%G%O)-%O@"%2J<2F%
G%J<3>

./01234
56789%6:%E<=F%G%;<3>

!"#$%&$%
'#()*+",)-

5,@DP%)M%@%Q,?$P%
R,C%%./04

%%./01234
%56789%6:%;<=>

56789%=<=F
!@"%O@"%2J<>>%G%J<J>

Open Sun-Fri at 3:45 | Saturday & Monday open 11:30
!"#$%&'()**+$,$-"$.&'*$+/"0$")$12)3&4+

ACROSS
1 Hand over
5 Actress Petty
9 Response to
“Who’s there?”
14 Response to a
sermon
15 All tied up
16 Vital sign
17 Accommodations
in a balcony or
box, say
20 Prefix with -pod
21 Cone-producing
tree
22 Turn out to be
23 Encouraged, with
“on”
25 Long deli
sandwich
27 NW state with a
panhandle
30 Advance
31 Lose its solidity
32 Frenzied
34 Video game giant
36 Spill the beans
37 Gadget found in
a sofa, all too
often
40 Weasel out
41 Working, as a
machine
42 Untrue
43 Editor’s “Never
mind”
44 Pet lovers’ org.
48 Volcanic fallout
49 Locking
mechanism
50 Bringer of
thunder and
lightning
51 Theater
employee
54 Co. for Web
users
56 Once around the
track
57 Third cousin, say
61 “Let’s Make __”:
TV game show
62 Puerto __
63 Cake finisher
64 Avoid, as the draft
65 Fencer’s blade
66 Hawaiian goose
DOWN
1 Price-fixing bloc
2 Come to light
3 Architect’s task
4 L.A.-to-N.Y. dir.

By David W. Cromer

5 First name in
denim
6 “Where are you?”
response
7 Rare meat color
8 Newspaper
circular, e.g.
9 2010 Apple
blockbuster
10 “Swan Lake”
attire
11 Don, as
something more
comfortable
12 AOL rival
13 Neurologist’s
order, for short
18 Outlying mail
delivery svc.
19 Music producer
Brian
24 “My Cup Runneth
Over” singer
26 Draws out, as a
confession
28 Pickle herb
29 Bullet in a deck
31 Brisbane buddy
32 Yoga class needs
33 Motionless
35 Like drive-thru
fare
36 Letter-shaped
hardware

9/3/12

Answers
found
elsewhere in
this issue!
Good Luck!
Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

(c)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

37 Vintage autos
38 Really excited
(about)
39 Unlike a bikini
40 Genetic
messenger
43 “No Exit”
dramatist
45 Cops
46 Horror director
Wes
47 Unit of current
49 Farm layer

9/3/12

50 Hotel amenity
52 Dateless
attendee
53 In good health
55 Fruit used to
flavor gin
57 Pop
58 Altar vow
59 Tear, or actor
Torn
60 Oz
Woodman’s
makeup
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!"#$%&'(&!)*(#$%&
+*,-.&/0&1231.&
!"#$%4(&'(()*&"5&!6*&
7-$6&+-$-*(8$9&'(&
,):;'(6*#&*(,*<'$;;%&
5"=&>$?'#&!$):*=0&$&
(",6"8"=*&8$@"=A
'9B&'9&=*;'B'")(&(-)#A
'*(&5="8&C$=D&E'-%0&
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Almanac

!!S4.0)=2.!C2.6%$!].)0,040%!9%$E,6%!U$'^%60R!H!
2:=:!0'!?!+:=:R!I4),.%))!I4,31,./!K'--LR!K,-$2$LR!
79CR!2.1!KD9!].)0,040%:
!!U4=+(,.!9=2)*!;5;!92.1!_'33%L-233!
7'4$.2=%.0!J%/,)0$20,'.R!233!12L
!!KX`!a5*,-,0R!<@!2:=:!0'!M!+:=:
!!F,3(!72)0%!7%)0R!<@!2:=:!J''=!A@H!N40$,0,'.!b!
[''1!96,%.6%)
!!K%00,./!c'8D%23,./!&,0*!K'))!O'$()*'+R!<<>?@!
2:=:!0'!<A>?@!+:=:!79C!?<@
!!"//,%)!,.!D%40)6*32.1>!"$0&'$(!#$'=!2!9041L!
"-$'21R!<A!+:=:!0'!M!+:=:![,.%!"$0)!C%.0%$
!![$20%$.,0L!J%6$4,0=%.0!IIP!2.1!S'4)%!7'4$)R!d!
+:=:!0'!T!+:=:
!!].!0*%!F,33%$!F''18X9B!90L3%>!C%3%-$20%!
"=%$,62!9*'&R!G!+:=:!0'!<<!+:=:!79C!I233$''=

Wednesday!"#$%'

B.!9%+0:!;R!<MHdR!'.%!'#!
0*%!#,$)0!0)4.2=,)!%E%$!0'!
-%!$%6'$1%1!1%E2)020%1!0*%!
%2)0!6'2)0!'#!ZL4)*4R!0*%!
)'40*%$.=')0!=2^'$!,)32.1!
'#!e2+2.:
! 7*%!0)4.2=,!&2)!)%0!'##!
-L!2!$%320,E%3L!)=233!%2$0*8
W42(%!,.!I%++4!I2L!'.!
ZL4)*4Y)!%2)0!6'2)0:

!"C'=='.!S'4$!9+%2(%$>!9+%.6%$!O%)0R!<<>?@!
2:=:!0'!<A>;M!+:=:R!79C!I233$''=
!!U4=+(,.!9=2)*!;5;!92.1!_'33%L-233
!"7'4$.2=%.0!J%/,)0$20,'.R!"33!D2L
!"KX`!a5*,-,0R!<@!2:=:!0'!M!+:=:
!""//,%)!,.!D%40)6*32.1>!"$0&'$(!#$'=!2!9041L!
!""-$'21R!<A!+:=:!0'!M!+:=:![,.%!"$0)!C%.0%$
!"].!0*%!F,33%$!F''18X9B!90L3%>!C%3%-$20%!
"=%$,62!9*'&R!G!+:=:!0'!<<!+:=:!79C!I233$''=
!"[$%%!1'.40)R!<@!2:=:R!'40),1%!'#!I4),.%))!
I4,31,./

Weather

Thursday!"#$%(

S,/*>!TGf!K'&>!;Gf
9(,%)>!F2,.3L!)4..L!&,0*!
3,003%!6*2.6%!'#!$2,.:!O,.1)!
O9O!20!M!0'!<@!=+*:
94.$,)%>!d>MG!2:=:
94.)%0>!G>MM!+:=:
F''.$,)%>!H>;M!+:=:
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!"[$%%!+$'#%)),'.23!+*'0'/$2+*)R!<@!2:=:!0'!A!
+:=:R!I4),.%))!96*''3!K'--L!
!!U4=+(,.!9=2)*!;5;!92.1!_'33%L-233
!!7'4$.2=%.0!J%/,)0$20,'.R!"33!D2L
!!KX`!a5*,-,0R!<@!2:=:!0'!M!+:=:
!!"//,%)!,.!D%40)6*32.1>!"$0&'$(!#$'=!2!9041L!
"-$'21R!<A!+:=:!0'!M!+:=:![,.%!"$0)!C%.0%$
!!].!0*%!F,33%$!F''18X9B!90L3%>!C%3%-$20%!
"=%$,62!9*'&R!G!+:=:!0'!<<!+:=:!79C!I233$''=
!!X9X!9041%.0!B$/2.,6![2$=!902.1R!<@!2:=:!0'!<!
+:=:

!"#$%

Argyle Sweater! Universal

! "!#$%%!&'$()*'+!,)!-%,./!*')0%1!
#'$!0*')%!&*'!2$%!1%23,./!&,0*!
2.!4.%5+%60%1!3'))!14%!0'!!"#$%&'
!()*+,"'*+'-".#+#$(*/0!7*%!&'$(8
)*'+!,)!9%+0:!;!2.1!9%+0:!<<!#$'=!
<<>?@!2:=:8<A>?@!+:=:
! 7*%$%!,)!2.!BCD!94++'$0!/$'4+!
0*20!,)!#$%%!2.1!#'$!233!,.1,E,1423)!
&*'!)4##%$!#$'=!*1-"--()"',*2.345
-()"'!(-*+!"+:!F%%0,./)!2$%!#$'=!
G8H!+:=:!,.!0*%!I'..%E,33%!J''=!20!
0*%!K'/2.!K,-$2$L!3'620%1!20!AMM!N!
F2,.!90:
! 7*%!O%)0%$.!"=%$,62.!K,0%$204$%!
"))'6,20,'.!2$%!*'31,./!2!1**6'
-#4"'*/'7".$0'8599!2.1!9%+0:!<@8<A!
'.!0*%!9O!P421$2.0!'#!0*%!P421:!
"33!-''()!2$%!Q<:!7*%L!$2./%!#$'=!
#,60,'.!0'!+'%0$LR!*,)0'$L!0'!2$0!2.1!
=2.L!='$%:

2-'40!0*%!e'.!F:!S4.0)=2.!96*''3!'#!
I4),.%))!#$'=!<<>?@!2:=:!0'!<A>?@!+:=:!
,.!0*%!I4),.%))!I4,31,./!"41,0'$,4=:!
7*%$%!&,33!-%!2!A@8?@!=,.40%!Pb"!
'+%.!0'!)041%.0)!2#0%$!0*%!D%2.!
)+%2():!"33!)041%.0)!%.6'4$2/%1!0'!
200%.1R!,6%!6$%2=!)'6,23!0'!#'33'&:

! 7*%!S4.0)=2.!96*''3!'#!I4),.%))!
&,33!*'31!2.!3:4;'$("'!#/,"!#$'=!
T>?@!+:=:!0'!<<!+:=:!'.!O%1.%)12LR!
9%+0:!<<:!C'=%!2.1!12.6%!L'4!&'$8
$,%)!'#!)6*''3!2&2LR!2.1!=2(%!)4$%!
0'!&%2$!L'4$!4/3,%)0!0,%:!U$,V%)!
&,33!-%!/,E%.!#'$!0*%!=')0!4/3L!
2.1!4.,W4%!0,%):!K'620,'.!,)!0'!-%!
2..'4.6%1:

! _%/2)!+%$#'$=,./!/$'4+R!?",;,4"!'
@"+,3--(*/&'A(44'$#6"'$%"'-$#:"''.!
B31!F2,.!S,33!'.!9%+0:!<;!20!T!+:=:!
C'=%!%.^'L!0*%!+%$#'$=2.6%:!7*,)!
%E%.0!,)!#$%%!2.1!'+%.!0'!233!)041%.0):!
[$%%!J%#$%)*=%.0):

! X02*!9020%!X.,E%$),0LY)!K2./42/%!
2.1!K,0%$26L!C3,.,6!,)!*'31,./!2.!
#<$"+'-,%**4'$3$*+(/:'.+*:+#2'
<*+',%(4!+"/!-%0&%%.!/$21%)!Z8M:!
7*%!+$'/$2=!/'%)!#$'=!9%+0:!T8D%6:!
T!2.1!&,33!-%!*%31!0*$%%!12L)!2!&%%(:!
['$!='$%!,.#'$=20,'.!6'.0260!"--,%!
B3)V%&)(,!20!2--,%:'3)V%&)(,\
/=2,3:6'=!'$!E,),0!0*%,$!&%-),0%!20!
%2$3L6*,31*''1%14620,'.:4)4:%14:
' ="#/'=*3:4#-'=0'>/!"+-*/!&,33!
211$%))!.%&!2.1!0$2.)#%$!)041%.0)!

!"#$%&'($)*'#%')*%+,-%
(./0.)1/2%-)0$#'30.4$%&'($)*'#%
')*%&"5.3/%'0%
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Glance
Aggie Schedules
Football
!"#$%&'()*+,-(.
!"!#$%&#!'()*#+#,&-&*#./-012#
"'(345-#

Soccer
/#0#12(34%))#3'()*+,-(.56
!"#$%&'()*+,-(.
!"!#$%&#6(%'170#8(%)409'/0*#:#
,&-&*#;/7'<(03*#=71&#

)71$%&'()*+,-(6
!"!#('#;/7'<(03#"'('1*#>#,&-&#

Volleyball
0%1)%)(),%,*(#1/#,%,#81%4'(
)*+,-(.59
!"#$%&'()*+,-(.
!"!#$%&#"(40'#?(72@%*#A#,&-&*#
?(0)(''(0*#B(0&

)%,7"$%&'()*+,-(9
!"!#('#B(0%(%#"'('1*#+#,&-&

Baseball

)*+,-(:'(;
C72D/5'%*#E#,&-&*#;7/$4310F1#
G41<3

)%,7"$%&'()*+,-(9
!'()#"'('1#$%&#!"!#6(%'170#
HI!J=K*#0//0*#;7/$4310F1#G41<3#
!'()#"'('1#$%&#!"!#6(%'170#
HI!J=K*#LMNO#,&-&*#;7/$4310F1#
G41<3

Mountain Biking

)*+,-(956
82/-409*#"'1(-P/('#",7409%*#
J/</&

Rodeo

)*+,-(.59
"/5')170#!'()*#J13(7#J4'2*#!'()

WAC Scoreboard
Football

,<7")$%&'(%72-(=>
C1Q(%#RS?#('#T/54%4(0(#C1F)*#
")71$1,/7'*#T(&#H;="C;=U6VK
"(F7(-10'/#"'('1#>W*#
# U1X#?1Q4F/#"'('1#AW
"/5')170#!'()#N*#!'()#"'('1#NA
6(%'170#8(%)409'/0#LO*#Y3()/#N

!"#$%&'(%72-(=?
"(0#I/%1#"'('1#>:*#
# U/&#L>#"'(0Z/73#LO#

)%,7"$%&'()*+,-(?
!C"R#NN*#"/5')#R<(P(-(#N>
C1Q(%#"'('1#NO*#[/5%'/0#>N

WAC Schedules
Football

!"#$%&'()*+,-(.
!'()#('#!'()#"'('1*#+#,&-&

)%,7"$%&'()*+,-(9
C1Q(%#RS?DJ/--1F1#('#!C"R*#
L#,&-&
Y3()/#('#`/X<409#_7110*#E#,&-&
U1X#?1Q4F/#"'('1#('#=)4/*#E#
,&-&
C1Q(%#C1F)#('#C1Q(%#"'('1*#E#
,&-&
!J#V($4%#('#"(0#I/%1#"'('1*#+#
,&-&
T/54%4(0(#C1F)#('#[/5%'/0#+#
,&-&

Top 25

!"##$%

Aggies lose at home, bounce back
!"#$%&'(#!')!%#
%(*#+%,-(#&+./0staff writer, sports editor

@<0.&!#'1@!'.!,$<&#$0!&$'+!
/*?17!@<,7!'!0#=&#+!&*!&#$!
F'+$D!"#$!EFF<$.!7<7,-&!
&#0$'&$,!&#$!8$'0.-!F*'1!@*0!
! "#$!%&'#!(&'&$!)*+$,-.!
&#$!@<0.&!&<+$!?,&<1!&#$!AI&#!
.*//$0!&$'+!1*.&!'!#$'0&2
+<,?&$D!J'0<.!K'+31<,!
30$'4$0!&*!&#$!5*0&#$0,!
/0*..$7!&#$!3'11!<,&*!&#$!
6*1*0'7*!8$'0.!92:!*,!
3*L!',7!'!.*'0<,F!M$,70'!
;0<7'=>!3?&!0$&?0,$7!&*!@*0+! N$+3$0&*,!H?&!'!@**&!*,!
(?,7'=!)<&#!'!A29!*B$0&<+$! &#$!3'11>!3?&!)'.,-&!'31$!&*!
)<,!'&!%&'#!C'11$=D
7<0$/&!<&!&*)'07!F*'1D
! N$+3$0&*,!#'7!',*&#$0!
!"#$%&#'()"*"#+,"(-.(
F*17$,!*HH*0&?,<&=!<,!&#$!
/$+%(0$+$&(1!
@<,'1!+<,?&$!*@!&#$!#'1@!
&*!F<B$!%(%!&#$!1$'7D!K$0!
! "#$!EFF<$.!0$&?0,$7!
#$'7$0!)'.!/1$'0$7!*@@!&#$!
#*+$!&*!@'/$!&#$!8$'0.!*@!
1<,$!3=!'!%56!7$@$,7$0D
&#$!%,<B$0.<&=!*@!5*0&#$0,!
! "#$!&$'+.!)$,&!<,&*!&#$!
6*1*0'7*!'&!6#?/4!',7!
30$'4!&<$7!'&!O$0*D!"#$!.$/2
G1*0<'!(*//$0!;<$17!',7!1*.&! *,7!#'1@!3$F',!+?/#!1<4$!
&#$<0!@<0.&!F'+$!*@!&#$!.$'2
&#$!@<0.&!?,&<1!&#$!EFF<$.!
.*,!92:D
')*4$!<,!&#$!PI&#!+<,?&$D!
! "#$!&)*!&$'+.!&0'7$7!
N$+3$0&*,!)'.!*,/$!'F'<,!
H*..$..<*,!@*0!+?/#!*@!&#$!
<,B*1B$7!<,!&#$!'/&<*,>!&'42

.6J=.V# ;C"# ;\"
!"J#HLEK#
ODO# >AAE# +
R<(P(-(#H>:K# ODO# >A>># >
T"!#H>+K#
ODO# >AOL# L
=]<()/-(#H>K# ODO# >L^+# >+
=719/0#
ODO# >L:A# A
_1/794(#
ODO# >>O:# >W
G</743(#"'('1# ODO# >OWN# LN
?4F)49(0#H>K# ODO# >OOO# >L
"&#J(7/<40(#
ODO# WWA# W
R7](0%(%#
ODO# W+N# E
81%'#\479404(# ODO# ^E+# >:
84%F/0%40#
ODO# ^N^# >O
?4F)49(0#"'('1#ODO# :AL# >>
J<1-%/0#
ODO# +>E# LL
C1Q(%#
ODO# E+W# U.
\479404(#C1F)# ODO# EA^# L>
U1P7(%](#
ODO# A^E# LA
=)4/#"'('1#
ODO# A:A# U.
=B&#"'('1#
ODO# ANO# N
CJ!#
ODO# NW:# >A
"'(0Z/73#
ODO# N^N# :
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during the 1-0 loss at Chuck and Gloria Bell Field on
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THE UTAH STATE CROSS COUNTRY TEAM takes off at the beginning of
the Aggie Invitational on Saturday, held at USU’s new on-campus racecourse at the

Innovation Campus Wellness Park. Utah State finished fourth in the team competition
with 99 points. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
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